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ABSTRACT
In this special interest group (SIG), we follow up on previous conver-
sations around hybrid models for conferences, conducted in open
sessions by the ACM Special Interest Group on Computer-Human
Interaction (SIGCHI) Executive Committee (EC). The COVID-19
pandemic led to a sudden shift to virtual conferences; as we start to
go back to in-person events, it is important to reflect on the types
of events we desire, and design these accordingly. With this SIG, we
hope to share experiences from previous conferences (successful or
not) and discuss potential solutions to pending issues. This SIG will
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1 INTRODUCTION
The recent COVID-19 pandemic led to a switch to virtual formats
on many fronts, and academic conferences were no exception. Since
early 2020, conferences large and small have been trying different
formats for their meetings, redesigning experiences and experiment-
ing with different solutions and technologies to create their online
experiences. This generated new possibilities for participation and
engagement without the need to travel to a physical site. The sit-
uation also created new challenges as well known-formats were
adapted to a virtual mode, which led to some innovative solutions.

This special interest group (SIG) follows on ACM Special Interest
Group on Computer-Human Interaction (SIGCHI) Executive Com-
mittee’s previous discussions on hybrid formats 1, where concerns
and priorities for the transition to hybrid were discussed. After
almost two years of virtual experiences, there are new expectations
about conference accessibility, and it seems important to reflect
on and discuss the challenges and opportunities, including accessi-
bility, connectivity, time zone coordination, language, networking
and socializing, to name a few.

2 GOALS AND PROPOSAL
We would like to engage the community in designing hybrid con-
ference experiences, considering hybrid conferences might become
the default configuration in the near future. Each attendance type
has its own pros and cons, permissions, restrictions, and long-term
consequences. Each attendance type has groups it serves better,
serves worse, and larger systemic factors at play. It’s important to
come together to serve our own community in the best possible
way. Where there is relative unity around hybrid conferences be-
ing a better option, we are seeing tensions and concerns around
“how” hybrid conferences could be done. In previous sessions, we
have uncovered tensions around ways that hybrid conferences can
increase some inequities while reducing others.

We also intend to extend discussion to consider how hybrid mod-
els perform in relation to increasing expectations and requirements
for more environmentally sustainable conferencing. Reduced car-
bon emissions is a much needed outcome for conferencing that
involve less air travel in particular; however, online platforms are
not without their own carbon costs [4]. We invite contributions that
will sensitize the discussion to the issues that must be accounted
for in modeling sustainability performance and the solutions that
offer potential to address these.

Our goals with this SIG are to:
• Collect challenges and experiences from organizers and par-
ticipants and reflect upon them

• Brainstorm mechanisms for creating positive hybrid con-
ference experiences that can be experimented in upcoming
conferences, including a discussion on networking and so-
cializing, which is a frequently mentioned issue

• Create a list of upcoming “hybrid trials” that we can pay
close attention to

To achieve these goals, some pre-SIG preparation will be neces-
sary, and we are planning on collecting experiences and curating
this information beforehand, to make the SIG time more productive.

1https://nehakumar.medium.com/6215365d9a4

Many online experiences have a tendency to replicate existing
in-person models, and we see a unique opportunity to rethink the
conference experience, its purpose and dynamics. Thus, we would
like to continue the discussions on forms of participation, emphasiz-
ing the experiences of recent conferences (both virtual and hybrid)
and plans for upcoming ones. In this SIG we will dedicate time to
reflect on what worked/didn’t work and to plan for novel experi-
ences, thinking about new conference dynamics and possibilities.
Conferences will be encouraged to share their experiences during
the SIG and formalize them as blog posts if they haven’t done so
already.

In the spirit of the theme, this SIG will be held in hybrid mode
(if possible) including synchronous interaction with remote par-
ticipants, multi-site engagements and other configurations that
enable wider participation. Experimenting with alternative settings
should be a learning experience for participants, generating greater
awareness of problems that need to be addressed, and should help
us push the boundaries of events. Considering CHI 2022 will be a
hybrid conference, the SIG will at the very least offer a link to the
conference platform where people who are not able to attend the
event in person can participate.

Researchers have been exploring hybrid configurations for many
years now. Some have stated that the remote experience will never
be equal to the in-person experience, but also that new experiences
should be designed, taking advantage of technology [1]. More re-
cently, workshops on hybridity have been held [2][3], to discuss
hybrid configurations both at work and at conferences. To further
the discussion on the topic, we will invite organizers of these work-
shops to join us and summarize their discussions and conclusions,
focusing on configurations that could be attempted at conferences.
We will also invite organizers of recent hybrid conferences (e.g.,
RecSys) to share their experiences.

3 CONCLUSION
In this SIG, we bring together conference organisers and partici-
pants from all experience levels, backgrounds, and conference sizes
to learn from their experiences. We believe gathering their learn-
ings is of the utmost importance for SIGCHI today due to the rapid
changes in conference delivery, user expectations, impacts on ac-
cessibility, and opportunities for synchronous and asynchronous
collaboration. Our goal with this SIG is to create a space to build on
the collective intellect to synthesise the learnings and inform future
best-in-class conference experiences. As one of the outcomes, we
expect to write a summary article for ACM Interactions2.
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